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Tiwánee van der Horst,
Architecture graduate from
the TU Delft received an
honourable mention and a 10
for her graduation project. I
think it’s safe to say that when
you receive a 10 for a project
you must have done something
good. However, what makes
this project so special? What
makes the difference between a
9 and a 10 or even a 9.8 and a
10.0? Her professors answered
that question by referring to her
use of ‘emotion’. It is that small
touch that makes a world of
a difference.

Emotion can be reached in many different
ways and on many different levels. A
generally accepted method of conveying
emotion, is through art. The oxford
dictionary defines art as: a visual form
appreciated primarily for their beauty
or emotional power. So if the ‘function’
of art is beauty and emotion, what is
the ‘function’ of design? Is design, or
architecture for that matter, primarily for
practical purposes?
My first reaction to that question is ‘no,
of course not’, good design should also
trigger certain emotion amongst its users.
There are millions of studies revolving
around user experience to prove that.
Additionally, designers such as Daan
Roosegaarde walk the line between art
and design daily. However, how thin is that
line? Or maybe we should look at it the
other way around; how large is the overlay
between design and art? Is it as large as
we want it to be or is it possible to conduct
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rules for when something is considered
art or when something is considered
design engineering?
Here at the TU Delft we love facts and
figures. People in general love being able
to put things in a box; ‘this is black’ and
‘this is white’. Life would be very easy if
it could be categorised like that. If that is
possible or not is a notion we should agree
to disagree on because there are simply too
many ideas on this subject. This however
does not stop people from trying to
categorise the world. Tiwánee, for example,
does the same with her project. Her project
takes the fairly new technique 3D printing
and places it in the already established,
some may call it rigid world of Architecture.
I am not an Architecture student myself but
I have always imagined architects as grey
old men designing static roman buildings,
very juvenile I know, however I have not
been able to shake this image until 1
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Tiwánee presented her project to me. She
takes 3D printing to a whole new level
and in my opinion creates a vision that will
revolutionise the world of Architecture.
Her way of thinking could influence many
disciplines of the TU Delft, especially
Industrial Design Engineering. Tiwánee
started her project by researching the
architectural potential of 3D printing. From
this moment on, Tiwánee was walking
on fairly untouched ground, thus forcing
herself to create a new architectural
language around 3D printing.

“the machine as the
painter & the nozzle
as the brush”
Her project is all about imagining an
architecture movement not constrained by
the contemporary production methods.
By comparing 3D printing to painting she
created a clever analogy; the machine as
the painter, the nozzle as the brush, the
building material as paint and material
properties as pigments.
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Let’s take a look at the first analogy;
the machine as painter. In other words,
the machine is compared to the bodily
movement of the painter. Through
intuitive experiments, inspired by painting
techniques of great artist such as Van
Gogh, Tiwánee has tried to capture
movement. The pictures displayed on these
pages are examples of how she captures
movement by using light.

These mechanical properties are aspects
of the design that can be ‘controlled’ and
this fits well into the world of an engineer
who wants to know the consequences of
certain choices beforehand. However,
these mechanical properties combined
with the capturing of movement creates
an unknown consequence and with it a
certain unpredictability. 1

The material, however, has another
analogy; namely paint, especially the
movement of a material between the
liquid state and the solid state. Tiwánee
experimented with many materials and
compared different solidification states,
finally after months of research she
‘created’ a hypothetical material which
combines all of the needed material
properties; taking inspiration from existing
materials such as plastic and paint. Plastic
is engineerable through modification
of additives in that way it is possible to
change mechanical properties and for
example to define the structural capacity
of a printed material or to make a printed
material transparant.
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When combining art and engineering,
“precision flows over into vagueness
creating a certain atmosphere in
which the duality becomes visible”
Tiwánee explains.
She concludes her research with
saying that 3D printing or other
digital fabrication methods will not
revolutionise the architectural practice
in that sense that it will become the
best method to work with. However
it did inspire her “in terms of what
we can learn from the art of painting
to denormalise and destabilise the
engineer inside the architect and with
that bring out the artist.”

“to denormalise and
destabilise the engineer
inside the architect.”
I really like the phrase “to denormalise
and destabilise the engineer inside the
architect.” Because I believe the same
is true for designers. By thinking out of
the normal guidelines that the TU Delft
equips you with, you can create things
with more value than someone who
follows the ‘ordinary’ rules. Exploring
a more creative side of design will
influence your work significantly, and
in my opinion will help it rise above.
Design then becomes a combination
of rationality and intuition, of precision
and causality. 3
If you are interested in Tiwánee’s project
and want to read more, her complete
thesis can be found at: http://repository.
tudelft.nl/
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